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About This Game
Manor of the Damned is a retro inspired action RPG that invokes the memories from the great console games of times past.
You play a destitute wandering vampyre who agrees to help rid a village of a raiding specpyre family.

Engaging Story! - You play a wandering vagabond swept up into the twisted lives of the immortal specpyres.
Intense Action! - Combine unique weapons to destroy relentless enemies and cunning monsters in this action RPG.
Puzzles and Exploration! - Only a sharp mind can unravel the secrets of the manor and the horrors of its past.
Multiple Weapons! - Dual wield weapons and items to combine their powers.
Retro Style! - Retro inspired sound effects and graphics.
Awesome Soundtrack! - Pounding industrial and eerie gothic music.
Multiple Languages! - Play in English or Swedish.
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This game would have been great - if it was released 15 years ago. As it stands, its a mundane rts with annoyingly dark areas
(hence the name) no voiceovers (not even interface feedback), and poor story.
As rts go, this was surpassed long ago.. No idea what I was thinking when I bought this game back in 2014. Falls way too short
on stuff to do.. This game changed my life. I've never felt more connected to myself spiritually, emotionally and mentally. Plus,
it makes for a handy insult on various other games. "Go back to Pony World 3." Inspirational.. simple, but fun tower defense
with a cool art style.. First a warning: this is definitely not a game for everyone. It's old (2004), and it has a very unique and
complex physics system which defines the whole game. All interaction are physics-based, combat, jumping, even basic
movement. This is never explained properly and can be very hard to get on your own. At first it looks like your average
platformer with gimmicks, but then you gradually realise that even to do proper high and far jumps you need to utilize its
physics. Learning it on your own can be quite frustrating, I recall getting to world 3 and being stuck right at the beginning of the
first level. You can't progress until you learn to bounce and conserve your momentum, Which is actually a very good thing:
instead of making you fail somewhere in the middle of a level , wondering what you did wrong, you are told right at the
beginning "You must jump THIS TALL to enter". Nowadays with youtube I'm sure you can find good videos which explain the
mechanincs, but back in 2006 it was quite a pain for me.
That said, once you understand the controls properly this becomes one of the most fun and dynamic platformers you ever see,
and the whole game can be completed fairly quickly. If you like unique games and have the patience to learn, then I can't
recommend this game enough.
PS: some reviews claim that a patch a couple of years ago broke the game, so that you can die simply from moving through a
narrow passage. I didn't check if this is true at the moment, but I'm sure it would be easy to find a fix on the internet.. Classic
800x600 isometric massacre. Of the bad parts - collision is kinda buggy, avoid touching fences and objects.
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A good 2D action platformer that reminds me of Contra and other similar title. Good soundtrack as well. Even though theres not
enough levels (completed in 2 hours), the strong point of this game is the level design. Every level feels very different and
nothing feels the same. Except the enemies which could be described as cannon fodder but with a title like this...its to be
expected
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtDyh5RNgLI&feature=share&list=UU-uwEmhonl7C8jWqEbrFb7A. This price for ONE
skin?. I can see how some people would enjoy this game, possibly if they're into arcade styles games but I got bored of it very
quickly. I clocked 29 minutes and haven't really felt like I wanted to go back and play. The coolest part of the game for me is
actually the interactive cinematic bit where you get into the ship/gun turret but unfortunately the gameplay mechanic was very
repetative. I think for VR games to hold my attention they have to mix a few different VR mechanics instead of just increasing
difficulty with more/faster waves of enemies.. No checkpoints, very floaty / wonky controls, and the guy never follows you
properly. Supposed to be narrative heavy, but I made it 7 levels in and I never felt intrigued enough by it to push past the
gameplay.. I've been on a real SHMUP kick lately, and when I saw this was available for 50\u00a2 I figured I couldn't go wrong,
right? I wish.
I'm not even sure where to begin in listing the negatives of this game, let's see... The scanlines on screen make everything super
difficult to see, and cannot be turned of; they make the screen overall very dark, since 50% of it is darkened by their presence.
This, paired with the overuse of bloom effects makes things on screen appear super super blurry and hazy.
The game claims to harken back to the old days of space shooters eating your quarters all day in the arcade, boasting "hard, very
hard" difficulty, but fails to capture anything close to the same feeling.
Firstly, the camera feels zoomed in way too far because the developers thought it was a good idea to make the ship take up a full
1\/7th of the vertical screen space while scrolling vertically--why they made a 16:9 game a vertical scroller in the first place is
baffling--and on top of that they made the stages larger than the screen actually shows, so you have to push your ship to the
edges to force it to move around even more, which brings me to my next point:
Absolutely ridiculous deaths from off-screen objects suddenly running directly into your ship because you're trying to move
somewhere that things are actually happening. The "randomly generated" stages often have huge sections of dead space, with
not an enemy in sight... except for their bullets flying at you from the sides or bottom of the screen that you cannot shoot
toward. Normally, in an arcade shooter, dead space is nice because it gives you some breathing room, but this game has
experience points and gold for on-the-fly upgrades so you can't afford to have 10 seconds of doing nothing but dodging nearly
impossible to see shots flying at you way too fast from angles you have no idea there are even enemies at.
On the subject of the on-the-fly upgrade system, it is so poorly implemented as to be a joke: They force you to maneuver with
the arrow keys, while firing your main weapon with X and secondary weapon with Z, and expect you to, in the middle of a
stage, press O to pause the game and open the shop. And then when you buy new primary and secondary weapons, you're
supposed to switch between them with N & M, and < and >, while firing with Z and X and moving with the arrow keys. None of
the controls can be rebound, and there is no controller support. Why did they not use keys nearer to Z and X for these things?
Like A\/S and D\/F? Who knows. Why don't they let you rebind them? Your guess is as good as mine.
I am a child of the '80s, I remember going to arcades and playing Galaxian and Galaga, I enjoy shoot 'em up games and play a
wide variety of very difficult ones. This game is bad, and hiding behind "retro graphics and difficulty" to shield it from criticism. It
was not even worth the fifty cents I paid for it.. Very fun laser chess. One turn of a piece can turn the tables.
Easy to pickup and play but hard to master.
Would love to get this on my tablet.
. This game made my childhood better. Good concept ruined by poor execution. The main problem with Respawn Man is the
controls. You can't jump as you land which makes the platforming feel incredibly stilted and will frequently lead to you running
off cliffs and into hazards. The graphics also take away from the enjoyment of the game. They look pretty bad, but that's easy to
deal with; the main problem with them is that there is a lot of screen tearing. There is some fun to be had in respawn man to be
sure, but it's short length (I beat the game in ~45 minutes) and multiple issues make it very difficult to recommend. Overall I would
avoid this game unless it's already low price was heavily discounted, $.25 or less.. It is what it is, the game is well developed, a
Egyptian Senet board game alright, the AI needs to have increased dificulty, other than that, the ambience music is perfect for the
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game. would recommend if you like board games as you would surely enjoy it :)
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